Adult Sewing

Student should arrive at first class with at least ½ meter of fabric for tote bag
outer shell (no vinyl please) and ½ meter of lining fabric and one spool of
matching threat or thread to use on this project. Fabricland has a good selection
of Home Deco fabrics at $5.00 a meter and would make a great choice for the
outer shell.
Handles will be provided with the class costs in a beige 1-inch wide webbing and
some other colors may be available depending on the class flow. Should you wish
to purchase webbing for the handles, your choice cotton or polyester 1 inch wide
webbing and the length required remembering that for an over the shoulder bag
you will required at least 1.3 meters and for a simple shopping bag .8 meters and
over the shoulder style up to a 1.5 meters.
A couple of buttons but this is optional for a top closure
***
Sewing kits are available for use in the classroom, but should you wish to carry on
sewing investing in a small sewing kit would be required
***
The second project will be a simple garment like PJ pants, tunic top or maybe a
wrap style house coat and if they are new sewers no fleece please as the extra
handling is hard for first time sewers, for this you will require the pattern, fabric
and notions as noted on the pattern with approximate fabric, no buttons or
zippers on this first item,

If you be a returning sewer they can check out the other patterns that are on the
You Can Make It list of possible projects in level one and level two and for more
advanced sewers they can check out the next two levels for suggested projects
and if in doubt please speak with Heather during the class for suggestions and
requirements to build your skill.

